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Over the past five decades, presidential studies have become a separate field of political psychology. Russia has a short history of its presidency but recent events in the international arena have made researchers increasingly interested in the Russian presidency, particularly its personal component.

However, the majority of Russian and international publications have focused on particular aspects of the phenomenon, mainly on the constitutional and legal features. A considerable amount of research has been devoted to the interaction between the institutions of political power, namely the relationship between the president and parliament, political parties, power elites, NGOs, lobbyists and the media.

The researchers find the leader of the country interesting only if there are new unprecedented contradictory situations where the institutions experience problems or have a crisis in foreign policy. Once this happens, the leader has to take responsibilities and choose a political decision out of several alternatives. The examples of this can be found during the domestic political and economic reforms (Margaret Thatcher) or the use of military force against other countries (John. F. Kennedy).

In these cases, experts say, a manifestation of a strong personality appears, e.g. "the dictator" - if the leader’s political stance fails, or "hero of the nation" - if it succeeds. But in any case, the system of political institutions removes the leader, as seen in the United States with John F. Kennedy, in the Soviet Union with Nikita Khrushchev, in France with Charles de Gaulle and in the UK with Margaret Thatcher. And this is done as early as possible so that the leader does not have time to enlarge their political and human resources.


Most experts, aiming at a comprehensive analysis of the problems of the presidency, heavily rely on each other's methods and categories. Often they seek to overcome the inertia of the classical paradigm of philosophy, law, sociology, political science, and psychology, in order to understand the methodological inertia and limitations of the application. The authors represent different scientific disciplines and opposing concepts. More precisely, some take stand on the antipositivism whereas the others opposite it.

For example, if we talk about a student-centered research, we can distinguish at least three main approaches: the first group that works in the genre of psychobiography and psychohistory, the second that explores the psychological traits of the individual, calculating their ratio on different scales and the third that seeks to combine different properties of an individual leader into clearly-defined political and psychological profiles or certain psychological types, and it is all conducted without incorporating the methodological reflection.

These trends do not help the development of a universal theoretical and methodological base for the study of presidential leadership. And this is not the only problem to the study of the Russian presidency. Another equally difficult

---


problem arises from a discrepancy between the accentuations of the authors representing different schools.

Russian political psychologists have usually focused on three aspects of presidential leadership: personality of the head of state, the context of their activities, and president’s interaction with the political environment⁶.

American and European political psychologies have a similar approach to the study of this phenomenon. They do not diminish the importance of the leader’s personal traits, their interactions with political partners as well as the personal traits of these partners. However, the predominant influence is attributed to the way these interactions are conducted in a particular political situation. Even the scientists, who represent the personal approach to the study of the presidency, interpret the extrapolative personality of a leader regarding their political stance, followed by their office, from the standpoint of classical situational theories⁷.

This might be justifiable in relation to the senior executives in the US and most European countries, where, over decades, a stable system of political institutions centered on the rebuilding of the cooperation with the civil society was developed. There, the influence of the individual leader of the country is limited to the strict regulations, and there is a clear distribution of powers between central and regional government entities⁸. As a rule, the core competences of the national leaders of these countries are centered around bilateral relations, issues of the use of military force, and their representative functions.

However, for Russia, as for most post-Soviet states, this is not typical. Regardless of the political regime and economic system established after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the formation of political institutions is still under

development, and it is far from complete\textsuperscript{9}. Therefore, the specificity of the role of the President of the Russian Federation is that as the head of state they are constantly involved in a wide range of current issues, of both domestic and foreign policy, thus putting the fate of the whole country and each citizen in it in their hands.

The foreign representatives of political science often find themselves unable to provide an accurate interpretation of the strategy and tactics of Russian leaders or predict their decisions and actions, thus turning them into strange and unpredictable actors.

Why is that? Firstly, the American and European experts, often mechanically transfer the institutional methodology to the Russian presidency. The same logic particular for the Western politics can be observed in their approach, i.e. they believe that a democratic regime, formed in their countries over two centuries, can be exported to other countries in a short time, through both the financing of non-profit organizations and the management of the political activities of young people through social networks. Meanwhile, the Russian presidency has a high degree of personification, with its largest part of the electorate operating according to a popular tsarist archetype\textsuperscript{10}. Therefore, the overused matrix of transition of their democracy to Russia is bound to fail.

Secondly, researchers from the US and Europe build their analysis of political developments in general, basing it on the English-language publications


that fall within the framework of the Russian biased "opposition".\textsuperscript{11} As a rule, they are not the fundamental work of political science, history or culture, but the materials in the genre of journalism, which are distinguished not so much by their scientific and popular character, but by their negatively-charged style of journalism.

Thirdly, the European and American researchers conduct a spontaneous rhetorical content analysis, devoid of any observation. They only use the translated texts, which often convey general speeches and statements without contextual, extra linguistic and paralinguistic nuances\textsuperscript{12}. In addition, the results are often not correlated with biographical information as it is the case between the experts on content analysis and psychobiography who preserve the fundamental theoretical and methodological differences. All this leads to inaccuracies, and therefore the results obtained by the Russian and foreign specialists are not the same.

Fourthly, not being bilingual, the researchers from the US and Europe use translation of speeches, press releases on the official websites or simultaneous interpreters of the broadcasts, where only a general sense of speeches is transmitted with a significant nuance of authentic text being lost. This often does not allow for an objective study of the Russian presidency to be conducted, even by the professionals who rely on methods\textsuperscript{13}, that are time-tested and widely propagated among political scientists of different countries. Rare publications, that express the


The author's desire for a comprehensive analysis of the problem of the Russian presidency, largely gravitate towards the traditional leadership theories of "heroes", thus making them vulnerable to criticism.

Therefore, given our analytical review of studies of the Russian leadership, the need arises to consider it from the standpoint of an independent theoretical and methodological approach – personality-centered theory of the presidency, integrating the review of the influence of the personal component of presidential leadership in the interrelation of three aspects:

- the *personality* of the head of state, i.e. those properties of his individual personality that are of substance in his execution of the role of leader of the nation;

- the political *environment*, characterized by the constitutional status of the president, domestic political conditions and the international situation of the state;

- the leadership *role* as the individual style of the president, formed in a specific political/cultural and situational context.

**Characteristics of research**

Empirical research involves taking into consideration a number of significant circumstances so as to avoid any error in the evaluation of the results obtained and their interpretation. Specifically, when reviewing psychological factors, it is important to determine their place and role within the constitutional, political/cultural and situational context. A conceptual model for empirical research must allow us to draw conclusions regarding presidential administration that will be based on interpretation of credible and valid results. Political-psychological analysis must be directly contingent on the utilization of systematic procedures for data search and processing.

The study of biographical and historical material presents particular difficulties. Their interpretation demands that the researcher have the necessary
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psychological credentials and psychoanalytical experience, presupposes the observance of ethical standards, testing of the veracity of all the various evidence, critical evaluation of the sources of information and an independent, objective position regarding the individuals under review.

Hence, observation of the conditions indicated for political-psychological research enables the establishment of a correlation between political and psychological phenomena and later review of the presidency, for example, of Vladimir Putin. But before moving on to setting forth the results, let us describe the basic characteristics of the research.

The **topic** of research selected was Russian presidential leadership and its thematic components: the characteristics of the political socialization and personality traits of the President of Russia that determine his functioning within the given institutional, political/cultural and situational context and while fulfilling their political role as head of the Russian state.

The **subject** of the research was the political-psychological analysis of the influence of the personal component on the execution of the office of President of the RF by Vladimir Putin.

The **goal** of the empirical research consisted of discovery of the interrelationship between characteristic personality features of the Russian President and his exercise of the office of head of state.

Three basic **tasks** were performed to achieve this goal:

- the constitutional limits to the execution of the office of head of the Russian state and the characteristics of the political/cultural and situational context of the activities of the President of the RF were defined;

- the political socialization of Vladimir Putin, his significant character traits, the seminal events of his presidency and his individual style of execution of the office of leader of the nation were examined;

- an analysis of the influence of the personal characteristics of the Russian President on his execution of the office of head of state was conducted.
The personality of the president has a complex, multifaceted structure, the elements of which are found in dynamic interaction, are formed at an early age, develop in the process of socialization and the formation of his professional career and manifest themselves in interaction with the institutional and political environment.

In the analysis of the presidency, the development of the personality of the politicians in the course of their political socialization was reviewed, and the primary components of the personality of the President of RF and his biographical factor\textsuperscript{15} were studied.

The structural-functional method\textsuperscript{16} was used as the basis for analysis of the constitutional component of the institution of the presidency. The makeup of the institution of the presidency in the course of the transformation of post-Soviet society, the domestic political aspects of the head of state and the specific characteristics of the context of the execution of the office of President of the RF were studied based on comparative analysis methodology, substantiating the essential principles of research into political systems and international processes. Also, from the politological approaches, the typology of executive power accorded with the goals of the paper as well as the basic classifications of political leadership\textsuperscript{17}, facilitating the revelation of specifics of the presidents within the context of their execution of the office of head of state.


The *methodological model* was developed using proven political psychological approaches for at-a-distance study of political leaders, reworked and adapted as necessary to the tasks set for this research and designed for determining the specifics of how Putin’s personality has manifested itself during the time of his presidency. In the course of employing such *methods* as observation, the biographical method, qualitative content analysis of political rhetoric and a *case study* of Vladimir Putin, the paper reviews the motivational profile, self-concept and self-esteem, operational code and political values, leadership behavioural types and interpersonal relation styles of the Russian President.

The *programme* for this research thesis was determined in the process of working with the following empirical data:

– biographical materials portraying the major stages of the socialization and political activities of Vladimir Putin prior to assuming the position of President of the RF, of an average size of no less than 60 conventional printed sheets for this leader;

– specially selected texts of spontaneous appearances in the media, relevant segments of video-taped interviews, press conferences and meetings of the Russian President with the public: an overall volume of 15,000 words between 2000 and 2008 and 2012 and 2014;

– constitutional law information encompassing the basic institutional aspects of the political role, status and functions of the President of the RF, of a total size of no less than 20 conventional printed sheets, and historical and chronological
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information regarding the domestic political and international context of the activities of Vladimir Putin during his tenure as head of the Russian state, with an average of no less than 30 conventional printed sheets for him.

As for the at-a-distance methods used in the empirical part of this paper, as they are widely recognized and actively employed by political psychologists, their specific characteristics will remain outside the scope of this work. We will describe here the characteristics of the utilization of the biographical method, qualitative content analysis of political rhetoric and comments and the use of the case study comparative method within this work and its adaptation to the tasks set for this thesis, as directed to defining those specifics regarding how the personality of Vladimir Putin manifested itself in the course of his exercise of the office of head of the Russian state.

The biographical method\(^{21}\) facilitated the review of the characteristics of the political socialization and development of Vladimir Putin’s professional career within its corresponding historical-political context and the determination of the primary dynamic aspects of the personalities of President Putin that turned out to be significant in their exercise of the office of head of the Russian state. Along with this, attention was directed to the analysis of key events in his administration in which individual psychological traits of this political leader manifested themselves, permitting the characterization of the stylistic and typological characteristics of his exercise of the office of head of the Russian state under the corresponding political/cultural and situational context. This made it possible to discover behavioural markers of the motivational profile, dominant leadership type and interpersonal relation style.

In research of the historical and biographical materials, preference was given firstly to the politicians’ recollections of his own childhood, youth student days, activities prior to election as President of the RF and his families and reference

groups. Recollections of and press interviews with their inner circle, experts, political analysts and publicists of various ideological positions, in proportionate shares, were adopted as supplemental secondary sources enabling verification of facts and making necessary historical-biographical comparisons.

In order to neutralize any misrepresentations of information related to positive self-presentation by leader striving to project a positive image in the popular consciousness, basic facts were subjected to further testing against several independent printed sources that could confirm or deny them. For this reason, several sources of psycho-biographical content information were excluded from the analysis, judged to be publicity sources or even journalistic sensationalism; as they existed in only a single case, confirmation of the truth was impossible.

The qualitative content analysis of political rhetoric enabled the discernment of verbal markers of the motivational profile, discovery of answers to the diagnostic questions of the operational code and definition of the political values of the Presidents of Russia in published spontaneous statements.

In order to meet the tasks set, original texts from comparable periods of Putin’s administration are proportionally selected for the “first hundred days”, when the politician is assuming the office of head of state, the “middle period” of his term in the highest office of the state and the “final period”, when the leader is preparing for re-election or transfer of authority to his successor. Furthermore, pre-election speeches and appearances related to various types of crisis situations were excluded from the analysis, as it is well known that they do not facilitate determination of stable personality aspects; on the contrary, their form and content are always determined by the issue at hand, and related to the specific communication situation.

---

A selection of spontaneous appearances of the Russian President transcribed via printed and electronic media was allocated for each of the periods indicated by domestic political, socioeconomic and international content and Russian or foreign target audience, and also by genre – interviews, press conferences or meetings with individuals, representatives of the press, business groups or parliamentary parties. Fragments for content analysis are divided by complete statements on a given topic, items in a general context or appearances related to a specific news item.

Several texts of the annual state-of-the-union messages of the President of Russia to the Russian Federal Assembly were used as supplementary sources for confirmation of working hypotheses, as well as additional materials: Putin’s “Straight Line” – a live TV call-in broadcasts.

Qualitative content analysis of the motivational profile, the characteristics of the diagnostic aspect of the operational code and political values verbalized in the public rhetoric of the Russian President was developed on the basis of the combined methodology described in the publications of Winter, Hermann, Weintraub, Walker, as well as our Russian colleagues23.

In the course of adapting these methodologies to the tasks set for this paper, verbal markers appearing in the texts of leaders’ statements corresponding to specific motives, to answers of diagnostic questions and operational codes and to political values were singled out for subsequent determination of their frequency per thousand words. Set phrases expressing action, desire, interest, etc. that the Russian President ascribed to himself, his partners at work, institutions, and groups or to the general public were treated like such verbal markers.

In the indicated context, research into the motivational profile of the Russian President contemplated the determination of the proportional correspondence of verbal markers to the three motives: power, achievement and affiliation. In the course of distinguishing what proportion in relation to each other these motives

would result, the values were indicated not in the form of a factor, but rather in a percentual relationship with each other. Comparison with values of analogous variables in the political-psychological profiles of other politicians was not done, as this was not set as a task of the research.

Study of the operational code was not directed toward calculation of quantitative data based on corresponding indices\textsuperscript{24}, but rather on the manifestation in the rhetoric of the Russian leader of any tendency toward a particular way of responding to the four “diagnostic” questions on the nature of political realities\textsuperscript{25}. In accordance with convictions regarding whether the president’s sphere of professional activity was friendly or hostile, whether his prospects for realizing his expectations optimistic or pessimistic, whether the course of events was controllable or unpredictable or whether his goals should be general or specific, a result was obtained showing the leader’s characteristic response to political challenges and his behavioural model type.

In turn, research into the political values characteristic of the rhetoric of the Russian President was limited by the appearance in texts of spontaneous expressions of three such valuational/world view dilemmas\textsuperscript{26}, namely “patriotism/cosmopolitanism” “statism/anti-statism”, “equality/individual freedom”. Furthermore, these value pairs are not treated as mutually exclusive, as determination of the frequency of one of the indicators in the binary oppositions was not contemplated in the research. In this case, it was directed toward a search for possible combinations of the indicated dilemmas that would permit us to trace their genesis in the course of political socialization, to prove hypotheses relative to the adherence of the Russian leader to authoritarian or democratic values, consistency in their statements and their interrelationship.


Hence, the accumulated data obtained has a sort of averaged-out quality, as preference was accorded to qualitative content analysis of various texts related to the assumption of office or contexts addressed to specific target audiences, as qualitative content analysis enables us to describe general tendencies. Attention was focused on the subsequent comparison of data expressed in spontaneous rhetoric with indications of behavioural markers obtained in the course of analysis of biographical material.

In defining the motivational profiles, operational codes and political values for the Russian President by the analysis of his public rhetoric, preference was given to spontaneous statements in order to hold to a minimum distortions related to the influence factor of participation by speech writers and advisors in the preparation of the leader of the country for press conferences, discussions and negotiations. In this regard, the results obtained were interpreted based on the recommendations of Simonton, Winter, Hermann and their colleagues\(^{27}\). They emphasized firstly that the president can only articulate ideas, and in a certain form, that agree with his motives, world view, values and convictions. Secondly, speech writers are always recruited in such a way so that their personality in key aspects is in agreement with the personality of the politician with whom they will be working. Thirdly, all pronouncements by the president of a given country, regardless of the degree of participation of specialists in the preparation of public statements, is always perceived in the popular consciousness, is interpreted by colleagues and experts and resonates throughout society as the words of the leader of the country.

Observation\(^{28}\) in this research was conducted using the assimilative method, which permitted the addition of data obtained in the course of study of the


historical and biographical materials and qualitative content analysis of political rhetoric. Relevant clips of video interviews, press conferences and meetings with individuals by President Putin distributed by his press offices via media outlets and the Internet served as material for off-the-cuff, informal observation.

Observation conducted by study of official video recordings may be characterized as either open, field, selective, on-the-record or evaluative. It enabled focusing on non-verbal communicative acts: facial and hand gestures, direction of view, extra- and paralinguistic characteristics of speech and spatio-temporal organization of interaction. Conducting special protocols, quantitative fixation on categories and subcategories and subsequent creation of communicative profiles for the politicians were all beyond the scope of this empirical research.

Observation was aimed at determining leadership behavioural type\(^{29}\) and interpersonal relation style\(^{30}\) in order to test the hypothesis proposed regarding data components of personality in the course of research of the historical and biographical data of the Russian President.

The *case study* method\(^{31}\) was utilized in the final stages as an additional method enabling the comparison of the degree of influence of personal characteristics of President Putin on the exercise of the office as leader of Russia based on comparable criteria. Structural and dynamic personality components of the corresponding political/cultural, domestic political and international situational context acted in this capacity. It enabled observation of the requirements presented for the utilization of the controlled comparison method, which provides for observation of *case study* procedure in the process of comparing the presidencies of the political leaders.

It should be mentioned that the primary hypothesis of the empirical research was confirmed in the course of the work. It consisted in the fact that the personal


component influences the functioning of the institution of the Russian presidency and the exercise of the office of head of state to a significant degree, manifesting the combination of individual psychological qualities of the leader of the nation that are of significance in political activities that were formed in his period of political socialization and transformed under the influence of the political context.

Major findings of this research

The political/biographical analysis showed that Vladimir Putin represents the middle generation of politicians that survived the changes of several epochs and consequently built their careers without rejecting the past, accommodating themselves to circumstances. His socialization took place under various conditions. Differences between generations were a significant aspect reflected in the execution of the office of the president, which nicely matched the post-Soviet constitutional political/cultural and situational context.

Upon assumption of power, Vladimir Putin exercised the role of “hired manager”, relying on his experience as a career intelligence officer and top-level St. Petersburg functionary. He strengthened the power vertical, created a predictable system for interaction between the legislative branch and the government, forced the financial oligarchs out from being involved in government decisions and relieved those who disagreed with his policies of their control over the media market. He managed to fill the treasury, cut external debt and increase the financial reserves of the country.

During his first term (2000 – 2004) the composition of the government was practically unchanged, and after his victory in the elections of 2004, two technical premiers were changed in four years. Ministerial staffs were retained and continuity of policy maintained.

Putin built up relations with foreign states and restored cooperation with developing countries based on mutually profitable partnerships. He built up defence capabilities, economic independence and the international status of Russia. In spontaneous appearances he quoted popular lines from Soviet comedy films and
used solid military expressions, clear and straightforward, without the niceties of speechwriters, to convey the position of the head of state both to journalists and to the common man. Putin transferred presidential authority to his successor as per the Constitution of the RF, at the appointed time and as per the established procedure. And he went on to head the Government of RF (2008 – 2012).

Vladimir Putin returned in 2012 to the model of a strong presidency in a strong state, observing that politics was his life. His experience as prime minister professionally enriched him, plunging into the routine of economic affairs and allowing him to travel to practically every region and understand the everyday needs of the country.

In the beginning of his third term he emphasized fulfilment of social obligations to citizens, the refitting of the armed forces with modern technology, strengthening of fiscal discipline and anti-corruption measures and “de-offshorization” of the economy. After protest demonstrations, Putin legally initiated control of foreign financial sources for NGOs and rules for the legalization of non-system opposition to political parties and civic organizations.

In the absence of a state ideology or national concept and growth in domestic interethnic and interreligious intolerance, the President of the RF determined his political priorities, often using words like “careful”, “balanced” and “hopeful” in his spontaneous statements.

Among current tasks: setting up a border policy, developing the “spiritual ties” of society, defending traditional values legally and restoring the teaching of Russian language and literature throughout the country to permit the strengthening of economic interaction with other states by humanitarian relations.

Putin’s foreign policy, conducted in relation with foreign economic policy, acquired an aggressive character in 2012 – 2015, which led to a variety of international successes and popularity of the President of the RF as one of the most experienced and competent world leaders.

According to the research results, the three presidential terms of Vladimir Putin are characterized by a motivational profile with a reasonably stable balance
of power and achievement motives, along with a high level of affiliation motive. Some increase in power motive was noted in 2011-2012 along with a strengthening of affiliation motive, which was related to the context of the electoral cycle.

The current leader of Russia has a multifaceted and complex structured self-concept, and his self-esteem while in the highest posts in the government was substantially higher due to the success of policies he has promoted.

His operational code displays charisma, optimism, formulation of global goals and an amicable mindset towards the rest of the world without excluding displays of retaliatory hostility. Statism and patriotism combined with ideas of democracy, equality and cosmopolitanism prevail in his rhetoric, and his leadership behavioural type displays “administrator” style.

His interpersonal relation style was characterized by introversion at the start of his first term, but he showed himself confidently as an extrovert in his second term as president, and has always displayed a rather high level of domination. A strengthening of these characteristics of his interpersonal relations has been observed in Mr. Putin’s third term.

Thus, the biographical data, the historical information and the results of political/psychological research attest to the fact that the personal component plays a leading role in the development of the presidency in Russia. So, Vladimir Putin modifies the characteristics of his office, accommodating them to his individuality, and brings new features to the mechanism of power and to the nature of the interaction with other political leaders and institutions, both in Russia and abroad. Transformations of presidential leadership take place before our eyes and make the continuation of research into the personology of the Russian presidency both useful and responsive to the demands of the times.

To conclude, the personological theory of presidency, within which we have provided insights into Vladimir Putin’s leadership, allows to take into account a dynamic unity of the three components of the presidency – the personality of the head of state, the international and domestic political context, and the role assumed by the country’s leader. The personological theory of presidency bears explanatory
and diagnostic potential to understand today’s political reality in Russia, both at
the level of interaction among power elites and at the level of interplay among
countries.
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